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Get ready to have the hair on the back of your neck stand on end because 

these unsolved mysteries are among the most chilling we've ever heard. 

Have you heard about these unsolved mysteries in the news? Keep reading for more details on these 

cases that can’t be cracked. For some though, there is an end in sight. These are the mysteries that 

could be solved in the next decade. 

The Incident at Dyatlov Pass  

On the first night of February 1959, nine ski-

hikers died mysteriously in the mountains of 

what is now Russia. The night of the incident, the 

group had set up camp on a slope, enjoyed 

dinner, and prepared for sleep—but something 

went catastrophically wrong because the group 

never returned. 

On February 26, searchers found the hikers’ 

abandoned tent, which had been ripped open from the inside. Surrounding the area were footprints 

left by the group, some wearing socks, some wearing a single shoe, some barefoot, all of which 

continued to the edge of a nearby wood. That’s where the first two bodies were found, shoeless and 

wearing only underwear. The scene bore marks of death by hypothermia, but as medical examiners 

inventoried the bodies, as well as the other seven that were discovered over the months that 

followed, hypothermia no longer made sense. In fact, the evidence made no sense at all. One body 

had evidence of a blunt force trauma consistent with a brutal assault; another had third-degree 

burns; one had been vomiting blood; one was missing a tongue, and some of their clothing was 

found to be radioactive. 

Theories floated include KGB-interference, drug overdose, UFO, gravity anomalies, and the Russian 

version of the Yeti. Recently, a documentary filmmaker presented a theory involving a terrifying but 

real phenomenon called “infrasound,” in which the wind interacts with the topography to create a 

barely audible hum that can nevertheless induce powerful feelings of nausea, panic, dread, chills, 

nervousness, raised heartbeat rate, and breathing difficulties. The only consensus remains that 

whatever happened involved an overwhelming and possibly “inhuman force.”  

Ghost Ship: The Mary Celeste 

On December 4, 1872, a British-American ship 

called “the Mary Celeste” was found empty and 

adrift in the Atlantic. It was found to be 

seaworthy and with its cargo fully intact, except 

for a lifeboat, which it appeared had been 

boarded in an orderly fashion. But why? We 

may never know because no one on board was 

ever heard from again. 



In November 1872, the Mary Celeste set sail from New York bound for Genoa, Italy. She was manned 

by Captain Benjamin Briggs and seven crew members, including Briggs’ wife and their 2-year-old 

daughter. Supplies on board were ample enough for six months, and luxurious—including a sewing 

machine and an upright piano. Commentators generally agree that to precipitate the abandonment 

of a seaworthy ship, some extraordinary and alarming circumstance must have arisen. However, the 

last entry on the ship’s daily log reveals nothing unusual, and inside the ship, all appeared to be in 

order. 

Theories over the years have included mutiny, pirate attack, and an assault by a giant octopus or sea 

monster. In recent years, scientists have posed the theory that fumes from alcohol on board caused 

an explosion that, as a result of a scientific anomaly, did not leave behind signs of burning—but was 

terrifying enough that Briggs ordered everyone into the lifeboat.  

The disappearance of Malaysian 

Airlines Flight 370 

The last of this collection of unsolved 

mysteries took place on March 8, 2014, while 

flying from Malaysia to China, a Boeing 777 

carrying 239 passengers and crew members 

seems to have vanished into thin air. The 

multinational search effort, the largest in 

aviation history, has turned up a mere 20 

pieces of aircraft debris. The Prime Minister of 

Malaysia has declined to comment other than to say that the aircraft disappeared over the Indian 

Ocean. The lack of closure has engendered multiple theories, many of which are considered 

“conspiracy theories,” which, according to Harvard professor Cass Sunstein, are a natural product of 

“horrific and disastrous situations, because such events make people angry, fearful, and looking for a 

target.” 

Theories include hijacking, capture by the United States, crew suicide (it was reported that the pilot 

was having marital problems), a fire aboard the aircraft, vertical entry into the sea, a meteor strike, 

and even alien abduction. 

Notwithstanding the passage of three years and the expenditure of $160 million scouring thousands 

of square miles of ocean, the disappearance of Malaysian Airlines Flight 370 and the 239 people 

aboard still remains a mystery. 


